
 

 

Exhibition review: #81 Use Hearing Protection: FACT 1 - 50 / 40 
 
By Jasmine Kee  
 
 
On May 26th 1978 a little known band named Joy Division performed at the first Factory club night 
in Manchester. Over forty years later at The Chelsea Space gallery, Chelsea College of Arts, a new 
exhibition tells its story. Use Hearing Protection: FACT 1 - 50 / 40 focuses on the record label’s 
formative years from 1978 to 1982, tracing this history through the first fifty Factory artefacts. 
Curated by Jon Savage and Mat Bancroft, the exhibition celebrates the continuing influence of the 
now legendary label. It explores its unique history, featuring items even the most ardent of fans 
won’t have seen.  
 
Founded in 1978 by Tony Wilson and Alan Erasmus, Factory began as a new wave live music night 
before developing into an independent record label. Taking its name from Andy Warhol’s art 
collective in New York, it encompassed and represents a ground breaking moment in British pop 
cultural history. Its influence lives on in both its music and its artefacts. In the style and branding of 
Peter Saville, and in the impact Factory had on both the city of Manchester and the idea of 
independence. Having the exhibition curated by Savage and Bancroft - two prominent figures in 
late twentieth century pop culture whose lives Factory Records impacted - makes sure this legacy 
continues to thrive in an authentic way. 
 
Iconic items by Saville, Joy Division and other prominent early acts from New Order to Linder 
Sterling, are successfully supported by unseen material from personal Factory archives. Exhibited 
alongside additional non-Factory objects of importance, the exhibition articulates well the 
atmosphere of the era from which the label was born; highlighting its cultural impact on music, art 
and design. Use Hearing Protection is as much a treasure trove for fans as it is an education for 
those whose interest is rife but whose knowledge may be lacking. 
 
Factory’s cataloging system gives the exhibition a natural structure. By exhibiting artefacts one to 
fifty, it provides a route through its history for visitors. Bancroft explains that they chose the 
number fifty as the exhibition’s end point, because it marks both an end and a beginning of 
Factory’s journey (Bancroft, 2019). The exhibition concludes with the release of New Order’s debut 
album Movement. Its album cover, designed by Saville and based on a poster by Italian Futurist 
Fortunato Depero, articulates a shift in style away from Factory’s early aesthetic of which Saville 
was instrumental in creating. His design for the first Factory poster, which is artefact number one, 
introduced a strong industrial aesthetic that would go on to become synonymous with the label. It 
worked to create a longevity and influence that is still felt today, and which this exhibition helps to 
maintain. Supporting and contextual material provides those coming to the exhibition’s subject for 
the first time with a great introduction, where the use of archival material to support the show’s 
main displays is effective. Variety is as apparent in the range of artefacts showcased as it is in the 
music the label promoted. Posters, records and films combine with artworks and private 
correspondence to create an exciting and intriguing show. Items sourced by Savage and Bancroft 
from the personal archives of Wilson and Rob Gretton, show a rarely seen side to their involvement 
with Factory. Flyers, newsletters and scrapbooks successfully articulate the artistic creativity 
synonymous with the label’s story.  
 
2019 marks the fortieth anniversary of Factory Records. Use Hearing Protection celebrates this 
notable occasion by inviting visitors to uncover the stories behind the early works that helped define 
such a lasting legacy.  
 



 

 

#81 Use Hearing Protection: FACT 1 - 50 / 40 is on display at Chelsea Space, Chelsea College of 
Arts from 13th September - 26th October 2019.  


